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Summary 

In process of navigation stage where vessel is near the coast, it has the 
highest risk factor of the sea voyage. This factor is also affected by hydro-
meteorological conditions – especially poor visibility. This phenomenon might 
lead to reducing traffic and, in extreme cases, even to closing traffic in given 
area by VTMS operators. This leads to potential economic loss. The role of sea 
pilot and captain has a specific character. It is often their decision whether enter 
or leave the port or to pass the most difficult area in bad weather. The article 
presents Pilot Navigation System (PNS) – system that will support a user in 
navigation in confined areas.  

Introduction 

Navigation in restricted waters is often referred to pilot navigation. In the 
process of navigating in restricted waters,  due to the fast changes in the vessel’s 
position in relation to objects ashore, the observed positions are not plotted on 
the chart by a navigator. The position of the vessel is determined in the mind of 
the pilot or the master of the vessel. In the process of conducting pilot 
navigation, the pilot is increasingly helped by the PNS (Pilot Navigation 
System). 
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In many restricted areas at night and in decreased visibility conditions, 
maximum sizes of vessels manoeuvring in such areas are decreased in order to 
reduce navigational risk. In the case of ferries operating on specific lines, poor 
hydro-meteorological conditions result in ferry delays, and attempts to eliminate 
such delays lead to increased navigational risk. Limitations of the size of vessels 
manoeuvring in such areas and delays of sea ferries are often caused by the 
following factors [3]: 
− inaccurate knowledge of the position of a manoeuvring ship in each moment of 

manoeuvring, 
− inaccurate knowledge of manoeuvring characteristics of navigated ship in 

certain navigational conditions. 
The position should be considered here not as the location point of 

navigational receiver serial, but as the location of the ship's waterline in a 
manoeuvring area. Manoeuvring characteristics of a vessel should be reduced 
to the prediction of its movement trajectory, taking in consideration waterline 
parameters and prevailing navigational conditions. 

The idea of this project is to build a system that would provide the ship's 
captain or pilot with information allowing him or her to safely execute an 
intended manoeuvre in the given navigational conditions and in a given time. The 
information delivered has to be:  
– sufficient for a manoeuvre to be safely made, 
– presented in the form allowing the ship's captain or pilot to use it without 

interrupting their current tasks of handling the ship. 
Such conditions may be fulfilled through the following: 

− delivering minimum information necessary for safe execution of a planned 
manoeuvre in the given navigational conditions, 

− such visualisation of that minimum information which will enable the vessel's 
captain to utilise the received data in changing the ship's machine settings for 
safe execution of a planned manoeuvre without him being dragged from his 
usual duties on the bridge. 
The main problems arising in the PNS’s currently produced are [2] the 

following: 
– the information presented is not the optimal information which causes it not 

to be taken advantage of to the utmost degree, and there are difficulties with 
the information being absorbed by the pilot, 

– a lack of special images useful in pilot navigation, e.g. in relation to the 
shore, in relation to the fairway axis, 

– a lack of optimal user interface, 
– a lack of a full-scale maneuver prediction system for manoeuvring. 

These errors result from the fact that systems are only emended systems 
presently functioning in unrestricted water areas (ECS or ECDIS), for the needs 
of pilotage, and were not optimised for pilot navigation. 
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1. Research method 

A team of researchers from the Navigational Department of the Maritime 
University of Szczecin, within the framework of a project co-financed by the 
Ministry of Science and Higher Education, undertook to work out the optimal 
solution for a pilotage navigational system, making use of scientific methods of 
constructing navigational systems. Optimisation researches of information 
presented over display as well as user interface were conducted with the usage of 
a three stage method [2]: 
1. Expert research 
2. Simulations 
3. Real experiments. 

After completion of each stage, prototypes of PNS were constructed. After the 
last stage, prototype developments were finished and the implementation stage 
began. As a result of research carried out, two PNS prototypes were developed: 
– a stationary one designed for sea ferries (Fig. 1), 
– a portable one designed for pilot use (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Scheme of stationary PNS 

 

 
Fig. 2. Scheme of portable PNS 
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At present, these prototypes are undergoing experimental research and are 
being prepared for starting production. The following elements make up these 
systems: 
– a subsystem of electronic charts, 
– a positioning subsystem, 
– an information processing and imaging-visualisation subsystem, 
– a system for the prediction of manoeuvre. 

Tests were performed in order to verify the use of the PNS system during 
passing the waterway Swinoujscie-Szczecin, and on board se ferry m/f Jan 
Sniadecki from Swinoujscie to Ystad. The tests confirmed the capability of the 
system for the pilot ships entering Szczecin.  

The MTE team have developed the following tools and methods within the 
framework of this project:  
– optimisation of information in PNS for very specific user (sea pilot), 
– visualisation of optimal information over the created and adapted User 

Interface, 
– receiving real behaviuor of the navigator during manoeuvring on a vessel 

(using real time imaging in low lightning), 
– the creation of a very specific Electronic Chart for use in PNS, based on our 

own engine, able to serve reliably in any region of the world, 
– methods for adjusting the vessel’s waterline for the use of PNS Tools for the 

assessment and verification of positioning systems EGNOSS. 

2. Electronic chart 

A format of the electronic chart in PNS system was created for meeting 
demands of pilots and sea captains. In PNS the project optimisation criteria were 
taken into consideration for building the chart. Most important thing was to 
assist the user who was demanding a reduction of data displayed at one time. Tn 
the experiment, where the new three-stage method simulation-expert was 
applied, we were able to control the presentation of desired information and the 
undesired information. For example, Fig. 3. shows a typical ENC data set in 
PNS software while Fig. 4 presents an optimised chart.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. ENC data set in PNS software 
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Fig. 4. Optimized data set in PNS software 

3. Positioning subsystem 

A statistical analysis of the results of experimental research conducted based 
on 15 000 measurements showed that the most favourable solution from the 
point-of-view of accuracy is respectively: 
– stationary PNS positioning subsystem no. 4 made up of 1 DGPS receiver and 

gyrocompass (maximum directional error of conventional waterline points  
p = ± 1.3 m), 

– portable PNS positioning subsystem no. 3 made up of 2 correlated DGPS 
receivers with distance between antennas in the range 1 m (p = ± 1,5 m). 
Fig. 5 presents the obtained distribution of directional error points of 

“conventional waterline” for the positioning system composed of two 
independent DGPS receivers. 

The reliability of satellite systems determined in the course of research 
amounts to respectively: DGPS system – 98,75%, EGNOS system – 95,8%. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of directional error points of the conventional waterline of m/f “Jan Śniadecki” for 

the positioning system composed of 2 independent DGPS receivers (confidence level 0,95) 
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4. Information processing 

Due to PNS is designed to work both in stationary and portable variant, it 
was necessary to research both aspects of that modes. In Table 1 investigated 
parameters for both variants are presented. 
 
Table 1. Primary parameters of stationary and portable PNS developed in the second stage of 

optimisation [3] 
 

Parameter value and measurement unit 
No. Parameter name 

PNS stationary variant PNS portable variant 

1 2 3 4 

1 System dimensions and 
weight 

2 modules 
(~0,5 m x 0,5 m x 0,25 m) 
Weight ca 10 kg 

Case 
(~0,5 m x 0,35 m x 0,2 m) 
Weight ca 5 kg 

2 Working mode Continuous Continuous 
3 Automatic working time, 

power supply 
No limits – the vessel’s 
power supply 

No limits – with the vessel’s 
power supply or 3÷12 h 
depending on batteries applied 

4 Presentation and information 
device  

Notebook screen 17’ Notebook screen 15’ 

5 Indicator localisation On manoeuvring station On manoeuvring station 
6 Kind of positioning devices The vessel’s DGPS and a 

gyrocompass connected to 
the system 

2 correlated DGPS receivers 
on a 0,5 m base.  Set on 
magnets in the vessel’s 
uncovered places, eg. bukwark  

7 Accuracy of determining the 
location of each point of the 
conventional waterline 
(directional error perpendicular
to the water line) 

± 1,3 m ± 1,5 m 

8 Kinds of imaging in relation to N 
in relation to coast 
in relation to fairway axis 
(axis change every 10°) 

in relation to N 
in relation to coast 
in relation to fairway axis (axis 
change every 10°) 

9 Work scale Variable, 
– signalling with sufficient accuracy 

10 Should be seen ahead of the 
vessel’s bow 

Variable distance depending on speed, not less than 2 x L 

11 Position shifting Automatic position shifting from the screen’s centre to its 
end, with the possibility of manual shifting 

12 Indicator contents 
– shown continuously 

− coastline, 
− fairway axis, 
− safe isobath, 
− beacons, 
− buoys, 
− leading lines, 
− cables, pipelines, fibre-optic cables, 
− number of beacon or buoy or their symbolic markings 
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Parameter value and measurement unit 
No. Parameter name 

PNS stationary variant PNS portable variant 

1 2 3 4 

13 Indicator contents 
– shown on request 

− fairway embankment, 
− light sectors, 
− fairway axis kilometres 

14 The vessel’s marking on the 
indicator 

− vessel marked with maximal outline, 
− course line should run through the whole vessel and the 

whole indicator to the bow 

15 Signalling − moment of starting a turn on the fairways, 
− too small work scale 

16 Alphanumeric information 
− shown continuously 

(possibly with on-and-off 
option) 

− course, 
− linear speed, lateral speed, angular speed 

17 Alphanumeric information 
− shown on request 

− distance of bow, stern or board from fairway axis, 
− distance of bow, stern or board from the coast 

18 Trajectory displayed  Future trajectory (vessel’s silhouette – maximal outline) 
Maximum prediction time 3min 

19 Prediction system  Based on accurate 
hydrodynamic model of the 
vessel 

Based on extrapolation of the 
vessel’s movement parameters 

20 Time horizon of prediction Variable to 5 min Variable to do 3 min 

21 Prediction accuracy 
(assumed in the course of 
construction) 

~ 10% ~ 20% 

 

5.  Prediction system 

The construction of a prediction system has been solved in different ways in 
each version of the system: 
– In the stationary PNS the prediction subsystem was based on the precise 

hydrodynamic model of the vessel. This model is built individually for the 
vessel where the PNS is installed, and the change of vessel requires a change 
in the model parameters. 

– In the portable PNS the prediction subsystem was based on an extrapolation 
of the vessel’s movement parameters (speed, acceleration) determined with 
the application of the positioning subsystem. 
Prediction in usage is presented in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Prediction in PNS system 
 

Conclusions 

– The system is built specially for conducting navigation in restricted areas 
(pilot navigation). It has characteristic features as follows: 
• integration with the water area, 
• integration with the vessel, 
• optimal information, 
• optimal user’s interface, 
• predicting and supporting manoeuvring.  

– The system is available in two versions: 
• portable for pilots (small dimensions, autonomous power supply), 
• stationary, designed for ferries and vessels constantly moving in definite 
restricted areas. 

– Apart from standard visualisation, the system also has special visualisation 
designed for performing defined manoeuvres in restricted areas, as follows: 
• shore visualization for the mooring manoeuvre, 
• fairway visualisation for the manoeuvre of passing on a fairway. 

– The information presented on indicators is optimal information, determined 
based on the following: 
• research done by experts – pilots and ferry masters, 
• simulation research conducted with pilots and ferry masters, 
• real research carried out on sea ferries and vessels navigating in restricted  
areas. 

– The system has an optimal user’s interface constructed specially for pilots 
and ferry masters. This interface was constructed based on simulation 
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research conducted with pilots and real research conducted on the 
Swinoujœcie - Szczecin fairway. 

– The system has a specially modified chart in its own format, containing 
elements indispensable for conducting pilotage navigation, for instance, the 
possibility of building an accurate, safe, dynamic isobath. It is also possible 
to take advantage of standard charts in accordance with IHO57, and other 
systems of electronic charts. 

– In both systems, stationary and portable, the prediction of the performed 
manoeuvre will be applied. 

– In the stationary system manoeuvre prediction will be based on an accurate 
hydrodynamic model identified with 40–60 parameters of a given vessel. 
Prediction accuracy will amount to about 10% of the parameters of the 
manoeuvre performed (linear and temporal).  

– In the portable system manoeuvre prediction will be based on the 
extrapolation of the current movement parameters of the vessel determined 
on the basis of the positioning system in the general hydrodynamic model of 
the vessel identified with 5 – 10 parameters. Prediction accuracy will amount 
to about 20% of the parameters of the manoeuvre performed (linear and 
temporal). 

– Other methods of navigator manoeuvring support will be applied in the 
system PNS, e.g.: dynamic vessel domains. 
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Pilotowy System Nawigacyjny – nowe narzędzie wspomagające 
manewrowanie statkiem na akwenach ograniczonych i portowych 
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Streszczenie 
 
Proces nawigacji na akwenie ograniczonym charakteryzuje się wyższym 

ryzykiem w porównaniu z akwenem otwartym. Na bezpieczeństwo nawigacji 
wpływ mają także warunki hydrometeorologiczne – głównie ograniczona 
widzialność. W konsekwencji prowadzi to do ograniczania ruchu statków przez 
lądowe ośrodki koordynacji – VTS, co wprowadza straty ekonomiczne. 
Specyficzną rolę pełnią tu kapitan i pilot kierujący statkiem – i od ich decyzji 
często zależy czy statek zostanie wprowadzony do portu, czy nie. Artykuł 
przedstawia narzędzie wspomagające pracę kapitana i pilota  morskiego. 
W artykule zostanie przedstawiona zastosowana metoda badań rzeczywistych 
pilotowych systemów  nawigacyjnych (PNS) oraz parametry prototypu PNS 
zbudowanego w ramach optymalizacji. 

 
 
 


